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Numbci. 9

MCA Chaplain Conducts Memorial
Service For Jud Keller Tomorrow

By CAROLYN ZACHARY
A memorial service will be held
tomorrow at 12 noon in the Hauck
Auditorium for Judson Lee Keller,
22, a senior majoring in business administration, who died Friday, November 1.

from his home in Brooks last Friday. According to Waldo County
Deputy Sheriff Dale McCormick,
Jud's younger brother Jerre, 17,
fired the fatal shot from a 35 caliber
Marlin rifle at what he thought was
a deer.

It was raining and quite dark at
the time of the incident, McCormick
said. Jud was wearing blue dungarees, light tan rubber boots, and a
yellow slicker over a red sweater.
Dr. John A. Caswell, Waldo
County medical examiner, proThe Rev. John W. Pickering,
Jerre, his brother Jud, and their nounced Keller dead
at the KnoxMaine Christian Association Chap
father Carleton were members of Brooks road, approximat
ely one-half
lain, will conduct the brief servic
a party of ten deer hunting three
mile from the scene of the incident.
e
for Jud, who was a Senior Skull
miles from Knox Center. Jerre
He said that a single bullet entered
,
president of Lambda Chi Alpha fra- told McCormick that Jud hollered
Keller's chest on the right side, went
ternity, and president of the Inter- to him, leading Jerre to believe through his heart, and
came out the
fraternity Council, and whom Uni- that Jud had seen deer. Then left side. The bullet
was not found.
Jerre saw a deer jump into a clusversity administrators termed "an
Dr. Irving Goodoff, pathologist,
ter of evergreens about 70 yards perfo
outstanding student."
rmed an autopsy later Friday.
away. He fired three or four times
County Attorney Roger Blake and
Jud died from a bullet through
and immediately investigated with
Warden Milton Scribner also inthe heart shortly before 11:30 a.m.
his father. They found Jud, who vestig
while deer hunting a few miles
ated at the scene. Black called
died within seconds.
the incident a case of "negligent
shooting," adding that it is still
under investigation.
Juir's was the second death in
the Keller family within five
weeks. His younger brother Clement. 18, died following an automobile accident on September 28.
JUDSON LEE KELLER
He was the only passenger in a
car driven by his brother Jerre
Senator Margaret Chase Smith
of the sociology and anthropolo
when it collided with a parked
gy
will open second annual Women's
department will discuss the dilem- vehicle.
Week Sunday evening. November
ma facing American youth concern10, with a discussion on women
The Rev. Thomas R. Longstaff
's ing dating behavior and
personal conducted the funeral servic
responsibilities in politics and public
e for
relati
onships Wednesday evening at Jud
affairs.
at 2:30 p.m. Monday in the
7:30 in the Memorial Union main
Women's Week, with the general
Unity Union (Methodist) Church.
By ALBERT WESCOTT
theme "Responsibilities of Women lounge.
Longstaff, a graduate of Bangor
trail to Roaring Brook Campground.
On the morning of Oct. 31, a
to the Community," is sponsored by
Thursday evening five members Theological Seminary, is completing
They arrived there at about 8
of the Senior Skulls will discuss the work on a Bachelor of Arts degree sixty-mile wind roared through
the Associated Women Students.
o'clock. after wading. and in one
Chimney Pond Campground, Mt. case swimm
Tickets to Senator Smith's talk, responsibilities of the Maine coed on in philosophy at the
ing, through the icy
University of Katandin;
the temperature hung at
which will be held in Hauck Audi- campus, especially in setting campus
water. They arrived back on campus
Maine. He has been in Unity and 23 degre
es, and blowing snow made
torium at 8 o'clock, will be available standards in the classroom and in
at 12:30 Sunday morning.
has known Jud for about five years. breathing difficult. The
first to women students and then to social activities.
uper walls
Longstaff estimated that over 300 of the mountain, where Ranger
men students and faculty. Any reThe game rooms in the Memorial
maining tickets will be available to Union
perso
ns attended the service, ap- Ralph Heath and Mrs. Margaret
will be set aside for women
lvusic were presumed to be. were
the public.
only from 1 to 5 p.m. Tuesday proximately 100 of whom were shrou
ded in gray cloud.
Professor John M. Romanyshyn afternoon.
(Continued on Page Three)
Jim Mitchell, Charlie Mottram,
Bill Fiedler and Jim Ross, all of the
Maine Outing Club, and Al Wescott. of the Appalachian Mountain
Club, checked their gear and moved
Miriam Makeba. famed African
out into the snow. The plans were folk singer, will star
in the Memorsimrle: the five Maine students, and ial Union Fall Spect
acular Novema climber from Houlton. Ken Whit- ber 9. Tickets are
now on sale at the
more, would attempt to locate and
Memorial Union ticket office.
rescue the lost pair. The Rangers
Born in Johannesburg, South
:Ind Wardens already at Chimney
Pond would provide back-up sup- Africa. in 1932. Miss Makeba has
been singing all her life. She began
port for the climbers.
singing with small groups that went
Mitchell and Whitmore climbed
the Cathedral Trail, scanning the
walls for signs of life, while Mottram and Fiedler snowshoed to the
base of the Chimney, above which
the rair were thought to be. At the
same time Ross and Wescott attempted to climb Pamola Peak, but
were forced back by wind and deep
snow.
Later that afternoon Mitchell
and Whitmore tried again, and
this time reached Baxter Peak,
the summit of Katandin. The,
NEW DIAGNOSTIC AID—University of Maine perso
found nothing and decentled the
has been added to research and training equipment nnel inspect the new fluorescent microscope which
at
mountain in darkness.
hill, head of the department of bacteriology; Robert the University. Left to right are Dr. Alvin R. WhiteFritz, graduate student in bacteriology; Uniie
On Saturday morning Ross. with
President Lloyd II. Elliott; and Dr. Herman Brugm
rsity
ain, associate professor of animal science.
members of the Vermont teams.
reached the summit of Pamola.
Clouds limited visibility to ten feet.
the wind was blowing at fifty. and
the snow froze into a treacherous
One of two $2,000 fluorescent the department of bacter
iology, will few organisms are present.
With slush. Nine Vermont climbers roped
microscopes in the state is now in
train 15 people to use the Univer- this fluore
scent microscope, an ob- down into the Chimney, while
MIRIAM MAKEBA
use at the University of Maine. sity's instrument. It is equip
Ross
ped with server will merely have to swab susand the others returned to the base
Local, state and federal Civilian a mercury arc and
from
a camera.
town
to town. Later she touted
pected bacteria with a treated anti- of Pamola. Meanw
Defense organizations secured the
hile, Fiedler, Africa with the
The microscope will be used to body soluti
Black Manhattan
on
for
fluorescence.
Mitchell and Mottram had carried
instrument for fundamental research diagnose diseas
Brothers.
e in the fluorescent
A
techn
ician
can
then
see
snows
the
hoes
to the base of the Chimand training at the state university.
antibody test. The FA technique is illuminate
She played in musical review.
d germs under a fluores- ney, to be used by the
descending and a jazz opera, and
The other microscope was obtain- based on the antigen-antibody reac- cent scope
went on te
if the test is positive.
climbers.
play in the film Come Back .4/net
ed for the Diagnostic Laboratory of tion. Antigens are in organisms that
Whitehill and a graduate student,
Late Saturday Bill Putnam,
as a featured singer. Her perfor
the State Department of Health and invade the body when infectious Robert Fritz, have developed an A.M.C. safety expert,
decided that mance in this film gaine
disease strikes and the antibodies antibody for Santo
d the atten
nella panama, a further attempts were unwar
Welfare.
ranted. tion of Steve Allen, who intro
repel them.
bacterium causing infant diarrhea, The M.O.C men
duce
.
left
Dr. Alvin R. Whitehill, head of
Chim
ney
Pond
This process is invisible if only frequently fatal to newbo
rn children. and climbed down the rain-swollen her to American midterms in No
vember, 1959.

Sen. "largaret Smith Speaks
During AWS Women's Week

Fiv UM Climbers Bottle Elements
In Vain Try To Rescue Lost Pair

Miriam Makeba Stars
In MUA3 Specim ular
Folk Song Presentation

U-M Acquires Special Aid In Disease Fight
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Sezak Vies For Faculty Opinions Polled
National Award On Calendar Revisions
Samuel Sezak, assistant professor
of physical education, is competing
with people from 49 states and the
District of Columbia for one of the
three national physical fitness leadership awards of $1000 apiece.
Sezak received the Jaycees state
physical fitness leadership award
last week at the state Board of Directors meeting of the Maine Ja)cees.
The 12 top winners, who will be
chosen in February. will have a vacation in Washington, D. C.. and
will attend a reception at the Whit.:
House.

Debaters Vie
At Amherst
Four U-M debaters will compete
in the Amherst College Invational
Debate Tournament tomorrow and
Saturday.
Vernon Palmer and Henry Goodstein will take the affirmative position on the proposition: Resolved:
That, the Federal Government
Should Guarantee an Opportunity
for Higher Education to all Qualified High School Graundates.
Vernon Arey and Roger Flood
comprise the negative team. Assistant Professor Arlin M. Cook of the
speech department will accompany
the debaters as their adviser.
Five rounds of debate are scheduled, and approximately thirty
schools are expected to participate.

By KEN GREEN LEAF
The calendar committee is sending out questionnaires to faculty
members to try to establish what
the general opinions are concerning
a change in the calendar. The questionnaire includes questions on starting dates, class period length, semester length, and finishing dates.
As soon as the results of the poll
are tabulated, the committee will
formulate a tentative calendar and
will submit it to the Faculty Council.
Miss Edith Wilson, Assistant
to the President for Institutional
Affairs and chairman of the calendar comniittee, said that some
committee members are in favor
of setting the calendar ahead.
Under this system, the first semester would start soon after Labor Day and would end in late
December. The second semester
would start early in January and

would end in early May. This
would allow more time for summer session., and more vacation
time for summer students.
A number of arguments have
been presented for and against the
proposed calendar change. If a
semester ends too early, the ground
conditions would eliminate geology
and ornithology field trips. If the
semester begins too early, staff members would be unable to attend
many fall seminar meetings. Many
instructors feel that shortened semesters or class periods would not
give them enough time to cover the
course material sufficiently.
Miss Wilson said that there are
no definite plans for proposing a
trimester calendar. She said that at
the present time the University has
neither the staff nor the facilities to
operate on a full-time trimester
basis.
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Sigma Chi Alumni Four Aggie Students
Finance Renovation Receive Scholarships
The Sigma Chi house has been
renovated as a result of an alumni
investment of $9500. Sigma Chi's
alumni feel that fraternities are and
will continue to be a vital part of
university life and want the house to
compare favorably to dormitories.

Robert Drummond. Lloyd Record, George Morse, and Peter Smith,
all students in the College of Agriculture, have received $200 EssoHumble scholarships.
W.B. Conners, district sales supervisor for Esso-Humble Oil Co.,
presented the scholarships

COLLEGE CLASS RINGS
You may buy these at
no down payment and
$5 a month—
Exceptional Value
Trophies for all events
50% off on all
trophies and plaques

MANHATTEN JEWELERS
139 Main Street

Bangor

Orono, Maine
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LOOK!
WE'VE GOT THE
BIGGEST SELECTION
OF RECORDS
NEAR CAMPUS

John LaCost wanted a part in scientific progress
Everybody Meets
"Under The ClocA-- at

at the
lowest prices, too!
77 CENTS AND UP
1
2
45 AND 33/
popular. vocalists
folk singers
instrumentals

No. Main St.

IN NEW YORK
In the World of New York.
there's no more convenient
hotel . .. just a step from
everything important. Cesutiful and specious rooms, all
equipped with TV. 5 great
restaurants to choose horn
including the famous Pal:n
Court and an economical
Co`;oe House. The Darr:ore
is the r:Lht p!..:se to stay.
and those are the right
prices to pay:
•

Old Town

*5.00
per

person.3 to

per

S5.75
person.2 to a room
•

a

$8.00
single rooms

MUAB MOVIE SERIES

•

For reservations, addreell
Mr. Ralph Schaffner

NOVEMBER 8
"WHAT EVER
HAPPENED TO

j(Itififilte

BABY JANE"

MADISON AVENUE AT 43RD ST.
NEW YORK

tdmitution .40

MUrray Hill 7-7000

{hoick ‘nditorium

E. C. Sherry, Manager
Class of'38

Shows at:
7-9:30 p.m.

1

He has it at Western Electric

room

---REAL1 I HOTELS.INC.
ANHOLT. PRES.

John LaCost received his B.S.E.E. from the University of Illinois in 1962. One of the factors which
influenced him to join Western Electric was the
quick manner in which new engineers become
operational.
During the short time John has been with us, he
has worked in several areas which are vital to the
nation's communications complex. And with his
future development in mind, John attended one Of
our Graduate Engineer Training Centers where he
studied the front-line Electronic Switching System.
He is currently working as a systems equipment
engineer on such projects as cross bar switching
and line link pulsing.
John's future at Western Electric looks promising indeed. He knows he will be working with revolutionary and advanced engineering concepts like
electronic switching, thin film circuitry, computer-

W

Electric .v1ANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL
oPPosoruNcrr E .Pi 0•

estern
..-)AL

controlled production lines and microwave systems. He is also aware of the continued opportunity
for advanced study through the Company-paid
Tuition Refund Plan, as well as through Company
training centers.
How do you see ta_ir future? If you have high
personal standards and the qualifications we are
looking for, we should talk. Opportunities for fastmoving careers exist now, not only for electrical,
mechanical and industrial engineers, but also for
physical science, liberal arts and business majors.
For more detailed information, get your copy of
the Western Electric Career Opportunities booklet
from your Placement Officer. Or write: Western
Electric Company, Room 6405, 222 Broadway,
New York 38, N. Y. And be sure to arrange for a
personal interview when the Bell System recruiting
team visits your campus.
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• ,Pel manufacturing locations in 13 cities • Operating
centers in many of these same cities plus 36 others throughout the U.S.
ing,nwering Research Center, Princeton. N. J. • Teletype Coro.. Skokie.
Ill.. Little Rock. Ark.• Gen. Ha.. 195 Broadway. New York
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Kappa Delta Pi
Orients Candidates
The University of Maine's honorary scholastic educational society,
Kappa Delta Pi, will hold an orientation meeting with 17 prospective
candidates tonight at 7:45.
Candidates invited to attend the
meeting are: Sarah Archer, Ann
Becker, Philip Campbell, Claire Colwell, Ronald Delaite, Joanne Dillon,
Alden Graham, Bonnie Masterman,
Marianne Mastroluca, Crystal Mayo, Linda MacLain, Patricia Morse,
Judith Rich, Dorothy Thompson,
Beverly Watson, David Wilson and
Catherine Wyman.
Kappa Delta Pi officers are John
Sutherland, president; Peter Pullen,
first vice president; Nancy Bradstreet, second vice president; Pauline Turcotte, recording secretary;
Linda Singer, corresponding secretary; and Dana Bullen, historian.
Kenneth Fobes is the faculty advisor.
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Keller Memorial Service
(Continued from Page One)
from the University of Maine, filling
the church beyond its capacity.
Among those in attendance were the
brothers and alumni of Lambda
Chi Alpha, the Senior Skulls, Dean
of Men John Stewart, and many
student leaders.
Tom Edge and Al Ingraham, fraternity brothers, and Ken Poole, a
close friend, were among the six
pall bearers.
Interment was in the Halldale
Cemetery, Montville.
Jud was born October 6, 1941,
the son of Carleton and Elizabeth
Bailey Keller. He was graduated
from Unity-Freedom High School
in 1960, ranking high in his class.
During his high school years Jud
was active in baseball, basketball,
and the dramatics club. He belonged
to the National Honor Society during his junior and senior years. He
served as president of his freshman,

sophomore, and junior classes, and
as vice-president of his senior class.
He was president of the student
council during his senior year, and
was business manager of his yearbook all four years. He was also a
delegate to Boys' State.
At the University of Maine Jud
served first as treasurer and this
year, as president of Lambda Chi
and as IFC president. Last spring
he was named to the Senior Skull
non-scholastic honor society for outstanding men in the senior class.
He was chairman of the Winter
Carnival committee last year and
was in charge of the queen contest
for Homecoming this year. Jud was
also a Distinguished Military Student and was Executive Officer of
the 4th Batallion in R.O.T.C.
Besides his brother Jerre and his
parents, Jud leaves an older sister,
Mrs. Lucy Raymond, and his maternal and paternal grandparents.

Grounds for Coffee
By WENDY LOUIS
Hi everybody—welcome to the
COFFEE HOUSE! Guess what's
in store for this weekend?
On Friday afternoon, Miss Judith
Nicholson, a representative of the
World University Service, plans to
speak about the United Fund and
aiding Foreign Countries.
Since Miriam Makeba is coming
Saturday
night, the COFFEE
HOUSE will be closed.
Sunday night's Fireside Chat will
be delivered by Harvey Bates, the
director of student religious affairs
on campus.
Last week's COFFEE HOUSE
program proved quite enjoyable. The
Great Pumpkin blew in Friday
night, along with fun and frolic at
the Halloween party. Saturday night
was a free evening.
Sunday night Placement Director
Philip Brockway spoke about job

placement for University of Maine
graduates. According to Mr. Brockway, many large organizations come
to the placement center for references, which helps graduates find
jobs. He stressed the idea that no
graduate is put in a job which he
does not like.
By the way, don't forget to see
the paintings in the COFFEE
HOUSE—they are done by Norman Tronerud, former U-M foreign
language professor. "Man today is
lost in different elements," Mr.
Tronerud feels. All his paintings
are developed from city-scapes,
churches, and such objects; then
brought together through modern
means. Each painting was preceded
by careful study. Tronerud's paintings will alto be on display at the
Bangor Public Library November
4-6.

•
NAVY REPRESENTATIVES
Your life at ru Pont

cola of a series for technical

U.S. Navy representatives will be
on campus Friday. November 8, to
talk to students interested in the
Navy's Officer Candioate School
program. Men and women students
of any class may meet with the
officials between IC a.m. and 2 p.m.
in the main lobby of the Memorial
Union.
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The University of Maine's Agrizultural Experiment Station was
established in 1887
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You never stop grwAring at Du Pont
Growth is a 160-year habit with us. Take sales. Since 1937
they've increased 750%—to $2.4 billion in 1962.
We spend more than $90 million a year in R&D. In fact,
there are at least 200 new products under investigation at this
writing and more being developed each day.
What could Du Pont's growth mean to you? Since we always
fill important positions from within, it could mean fast advancement, new responsibilities, new horizons—growing financial and
creative satisfaction.
It could mean, too, more numerous and more varied opportunities. The new Du Pont engineer is likely to move from his
original assignment to one or two others in the course of his
first five years. This gives him a chance to "change jobs" right
inside Du Pont.
In 1963, more than 700 new B.S. graduates planted their
feet at Du Pont. Perhaps you'd like to join us, too. Write today.

TECHNICAL MEN WE'LL NEED FROM THE CLASS OF '64
Chemists
Industrial Engineers
Chemical Engineers
Civil Engineers
Mechanical Engineers
Physicists
Electrical Engineers
Metallarg'sts
E. I. du Pont da Nemours & Co. (Inc.)
2531-B Nemours Building
Wilmington, Delaware 191191
When I'm graduated, I'll be a
(List profersion)

Please send me more information about how I might fit
in at Du Pont.

Major

Degree expected

College

An equal opportunity employer

°

HOUSE OF HITS

STARTS FRIDIO
Based on Sheila
Burn Ford's Internatic tad
Best-selling Novel
THREE
AGAINST THE
WILDERNESS

•

WALT DISNEY

Name
Class

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING... THROUGH CHEMIST
RY

B

pr

My address
City

()

Zone

State

liDerICIX age
coo row !kitty Pqmircilges

Plus Disney's
"ALASKAN ESKIMO"
Featurene in Technicolor

t.
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New Student Teachers' Assignments Listed
Forty-eight student teachers have speech; David Scribner, science;
received school assignments for an David Brace, history; and Jack
eight-week period beginning Mon- Brown, physical education, Old
day.
Town High School. Roland Violette,
Dr. Carl Porter-Shirley. director mathematics; Robert Pape, history;
of teacher training at the University. and John Carter, physical education.
said that several of the practice Old Town Junior High. Marsha
teaching assignments were for half- Bowers. primary, Jefferson Street
day periods. These extend from the School.
opening of school in the fall until
Orono: Duane Cropley, history;
Jan. 17, 1964.
Students and their assignments Daniel Severson, biology; Monique
Plante, French; and Earl Cooper,
are:
Bangor: Edward Larrabee, mathe- physical education, all Orono High
School.
matics; Annie Thurlow, biology;
Portland: Edythe Saunders, grade
Carol Gelo Barr, French; Priscilla
bladen, French; Corinne Simmons.
speech; and Peter Stanzilis, physical
education, all Bangor High. Nancy
Barnes, grade three; and Deborah
Burr, primary, Fairmount School.
Paula R. Adelman, kindergarten,
14th Street School. Hugh Drisko, Friday, November 8
history; Ray Randall, history; Dorothy Russell, English; and Steven
MUAB Movie, "Whatever HapPodolsky. guidance, Fifth Street
pened to Baby Jane," Hauck
Junior High. Brenda Barnes, music,
Auditorium, 7 and 9 p.m.
Bangor schools.
Bath: Nancy Russell, grade three, Saturday, November 9
Fall Spectacular: Miriam MaHuse Elementary.
keba, Memorial Gym, 8 p.m.
Brewer: Nancy Poole, grade two;
and Carolyn Shaw, grade one, Tuesday. November 12
Washington Street. David Brown,
Poetry Hour, Reader: Charles
mathematics; and John Sutherland.
Virtue, Coe Lounge, 4 p.m.
history, Brewer High.
N1UAB Meeting. 7 p.m.
Camden: Susan Goodridge, biology. Camden High.
Cape Elizabeth: Judith Hartley.
ORONOKA RESTAURANT
sub-primary, Cottage Farms.
Caribou: Marie Alexander, English:
SMORGASBORD 5:30-9:00
Sharon Estes,. English; and Carolyn
WEDNESDAY
Somers, English, Caribou High.
Ellsworth: Vernon McFarland.
PRIVATE PARTIES AND
history. Ellsworth High.
BANQUETS
Falmouth: Solveig Hennings, priDANCE TO
mary. Pine Grove School.
NORM LAMBERT
Monmouth: David Rogers, mathEVERY SATURDAY NIGHT.
ematics, Monmouth Academy.
"FINE FOOD YOU'LL
Old Town: Harriet Epstein.
REMEMBER"
Tel. 866-2169

Union News

CLASSIFIED

Use the Campus' weekly cla,sai'led often. 75* for 25 words;
ie thereafter. Deadline Monday
noon for Thursday edition. No
charges, cash only. Use the campus mail, or put remittance and
classified in business manager's
mail box in Campus office.
FOR RENT—Orono, 5 Rooms
and bath. Heated. Electric Range,
Refrigerator, Automatic hot water. Call Park's Hardware—Mill
Street.
Part Time—$2.59 per hour. 3
men needed to work 3 evenings
per week, one-half day Sat. Within ten minutes of Orono. Call
942-7993 between 5 & 6 P.M.,
Friday. Nov. 8 ONLY.
Brand New Apartment, 4 Room,
Modern kitchen and bath, Heated. Hot Water. Parking. Available now. Call Mr. Podo!sky.
827-4792. 827-2484.
FOR SALE—Skiis, Kastle metal
Combi's. 210 C.M., Never Used,
Were $135. Going for $95. Contact Al Larson AGR House.
TYPEWRITERS—Rent a new or
used typewriter, Standard or
Portable. One, two days, week,
month or by the school year.
Fair prices. Free delivery. Gass
Office Supply Co. 138 Washington St., Bangor, Maine942-6789.
RACING HYDROPLANE—
Class B; 10HP. Mercury Hurricane engine: racing prop; fin:
steering gear: speedometer; 35-38
mph. See Tom Knoy, 124 Gannett. for specs and photos.
FLY—Anywhere at your convenience in the new 4-place Piper
Cherokee. Three persons round
trip. Cost way below airlines.
Harry Thomas, 866-4181. Licensed, Commercial Pilot.
FOR SALE—Trombone, Conn
Director's Model, with case.
stand, mute, and some music
hooks. 1.!.,ed three months, C.,;'
866-3521 after 4:30.
For Sale-13' Trailer. Ideal for
single living or hunting and travz1. Gas and electric lights. Gas
heater—Gas stove Water tank
and sink. Completely equipped.
$450. Call Old Town 827-28(X).

two. Longfellow School. Arthur
DiMauro, English, Portland High
School. Hensley Smith, history.
Deering High.
Rockland: Carol Cross, French,
Rockland High.
Skowhegan: Carol Atwood, English, Skowhegan High.
South Portland: Thomas Hodgkins. history, South Portland Junior
High.
Waterville: Mary McCarthy. grade
three. Averill Elementary.

Orono, Maine, November 7, 1963

Agriculture & You Gives Schedule
Details about the new Agriculture
and You television program and a
broadcasting schedule for the 196364 season are now available from
the Cooperative Extension Service at
U-M.
The program is broadcast live
each Saturday morning from 7:007:30 a.m. on WLBZ-TV, Channel 2,
Bangor.

According to Edwin H. Bates.
associate director of the Cooperative
Extension Service, "Most viewers,
we believe, will find something of
interest and value from each program, whether it is for immediate
practical use or for a greater understanding of modern agriculture."
The University of Maine is controlled by a board of trustees.

MUAB presents Miriam Makeba
as their Fall Spectacular on Saturday. November 9, at 8 p.m. in the
Memorial Gym. Doors open at 7
p.m. There will be no reserved seats,
so buy your tickets in advance

WORK IN EUROPE
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg
November 6
Summer jobs are available for
students desiring to spend a summer in Europe but who could otherwise not afford to do so. Among
available jobs are office and sales
work, tutoring, life-guard and high
paying (to $400 a month) resort
and factory work.
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Designed for you, forever

Tremendous values at factory prices
Men's all wool striped Cardigans S-M-L
Values to $15.00

$6.73

Ladies' all wool zipper Cardigans S-M-L
values to $15.00

$6.73

This is the look college women adore...styling as timeless
as love itself, yet with a knowing contemporary flair that
makes it very much "today."
It's the kind of look we've designed into Desert Star...
newest of the famous Artcarved engagement rings. Like
all Artcarved rings, it's styled to stay beautiful...guaranteed in writing for permanent value. See new Desert
Star now at any Artcarved jeweler listed here. It's
•TRADEMAIIK
designed for you.

Ladies' 2 & 3 Pc. all wool Double Knit Suits
‘
* 4'4' I)e.Wrt

Star only,

1he recipient o
entitled to $2.00
ing Service Abs
18 Mill Street

HILLSON
18 Mill Street

at these Authorized Artcarved
Jewelers

2 Pc. Suits value to $30

$17.28

3 Pc. Suits value to $35

$22.08

Bangor—CROWN JEWELERS

$2.88

Livermore Falls—SMALL'S JEWELRY

Ladies' all wool Pullovers value to $7.00
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The American Student Information Service also awards $200 travel
grants to students. Interested students may obtain the ASIS 24 page
Prospectus listing all jobs, and a
travel grant and job application by
writing to Dept. N. ASIS, 22 Ave.
de la Liberte, Luxembourg City,
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. Send
$1 for the prospectus and airmail
postage. The first 8000 inquiries receive a $1 credit towards the book.
"Earn, Learn & Travel in Europe."

Factory Outlet Store
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MIRIAM MAKEBA

EMPLE KNITTING MILLS

Orono, Maine

Madawaska—Roberts
llours:
(Open Monday thru Saturday 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.
Bar Harbor Road Brewer, Maine
Plenty of Free Parking

8:00 PM

Portland—J. A. MERRILL & CO.
Presque Isle—BROWN'S JEWELRY

MUAB Presents

SATURDAY
November 9

MIRIAM MAKEBA

•
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GET YOUR TICKETS EARLY!
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By STAN EAMES and MARCIA TIBBETTS

smokescreen of

to abroad would encourage Soviet r.age tariffs, hoping to rever •
The Soviet Union's 22 heavily-armed divisions in East Ger- airily dismiss minor
the
the important invasion.
old scale." French products "4o-ocumany make any hope for German re-unification impossi
ble in the issues."
Schmidt-Schlegel said Germany is larly were heavily-taxed.
near future West Germany's Consul in Boston said last week.
The West German Consul said he not strong enough now
to "make it
The Consul said tt
the
could understand the Soviet wheat alone, nor is France
Dr. Philipp Schmidt-Schlegel said economic, military,
a likely power problem can easily r _
and
•Fied
buy because he spent a year as a to replace a possible
political considerations bar this hope. The Soviet Union
military vacu- through arbitration.
largest export of investment goods from East Germany; gets its prisoner of war in Russia in World um." He favors a strong increase
There will be no app.* ,able
it
is
enWar
Two and found conditions in U. S. conventional forces
trenched firmly in a position easily accessible to its satellit
abroad.
trade
between the Common Mar.
es; and there "medieval."
along with an atom force that "we ket countries and the Soviet .iatel.
it would lose a free election if it ever agreed to reunify
Schmidt
German
-Schlege
l mildly chided now depend on."
y.
Were

HILLSON
ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

extremely bad publicty„ or the
U.S.S.R.
The Soviets allotted gold for this
deal they could well have used elsewhere, he continued.
The Consul said that as long
as the Soviets don't probe the real
issues and show that they are
ready to grant more concessions,
there will be no real peace. They
have shown they're not willing to
tackle the big problems, he continued. "They hide behind the

to: David Jowett
University's Chorus
President
The recipient of this award is
entitled to $2.00 Personal Cleaning Service Absolutely Free.
18 Mill Street Orono 866-3647

the U. S. on its recent Big Lift. He
said it raised fears that the U. S.
actually would reduce its forces in
Europe and play into DeGaulle's
hands. The French Premier maintains, he said, that the U. S. will
get out of Europe soon, leaving that
continent in the lurch.
"It's nice to know," he said,
"that you (the U. S.) can transport troops, but it might be too
late in time of war." He observed
that a reduction in U.S. forces

ThelY,
Friday, November 8
Pi Beta Phi Stag Dance
WAA Roller Skating Party
Rally for Bowdoin Game
MUAB Movie, Hauck Auditorium, 7 and 9 p.m.
Saturday, November 9
Den Dance. 8 p.m.
After-the-game Dance, Memorial Union

for the week of
November 7, 1963

.a r...
Like
;uar?sett
It's

Calendqr
Miriam Makeba, 8 p.m., Memorial Gym
Tuesday, November 12
Poetry Hour, Memorial Union,
4 p.m.
AWS Council
Panhellenic Meeting for Freshmen and Transfers
Thursday, November 14
Panhellenic Council, 6:30 p.m

Bangor Tastee Freez
293 Broadww

At the Park

Iloura: Sunday through Thursday-11 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Friday and Saturday-11 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Closing for the season November 11

LINOLEUMS • • RUGS
BEDS CHESTS

DESKS

AT REASONABLE PRICES

HILLSON CLEANERS
18 Mill Street

He commented favorably on President Kennedy's recent U-M speech
and said it was well-received in
Germany. Schmidt-Schlegel feels, as
does JFK—that a real detente can
be achieved only if we are rid of
certain obstacles. The Consul said
the solution of one—Germany—
would lead to the erasure of another—Berlin.
On the upcoming British elections:
The Labor Party will win the next
election (an oblique reference to
the recent upheaval in Britain's government circles).
On price supports: We have them.
There is much subsidization and
many small farms.
In an afternoon press conference, the West German Consul
said he thinks it "rather silly to
indulge in a tariff row" over pool.
try, lie commented at length on
the 'chicken war' between the
U.S. and Common Market countries.
America was exporting chicken,
to the tune of nearly three million
dollars in 1958 when the Common
Market began. This sum has leaped
to nearly 52 million dollars. Then
the Market countries decided to
raise the tariff on chickens 180e-c.
This hit the main chicken-producing states, Maine, Arkansas and
Georgia, hard. America then.
Schmidt-Schlegel said, started "menacing the European countries with
APPLIANCES

Free Delivery

Orono 866-3647

ECONOMY FURNITURE
Railroad Station, Old Town
Tel. 827-2484

r '"An.

lites in the near future, he • ontinued. On trade between
and
West Germans: "They I rinport
more from us than we do from
them. They can't offer at. too
much except for petrol Lnil cthee
fuels."
"We can't afford to alien:11c the
Middle Eastern oil states," hf: added.
As an afterthought, he no:. d that
trade between East and Wt .t Germany amounts to $500 million yearly, while trade between West Ftrlin
and West Germany totals fisc 1.• Ilion
dollars a year.

Dr. Edwards Authoss
Article In Novernhor
Issue of 'Down
Dr. Herbert Edwards. pioits tor
of English, is the author of an :dock,
"Noah Brooks, Lincoln's Friend
From Old Castine.- in the New •nber
:ue of Down East magazioc.
Prof. Edwards describes dit long
friendship of Brooks and l'o:Adent
Lincoln and the qualities
h the
two men had in common.
Prof. Edwards. who has tt t on
the University faculty for It ,ears,
specializes in American hte T:01;I t of
the 19th century. With Di lohn
Hankins, head of the English no partment, he is the author of "1 tucoln
The Writer: The Developlierit of
His Literary Style." pair:tied in
1962 by the University Prc• •
MASQUE TICKET
Due to the complete s. I.
of
the last Maine Masq,..e Tr
r roduction. interested rer,Lon. ..:t reminded that Masque stca .( Anon
strips are still available n II) Stevens Hall. Season strips ptn, 1-ose
who have them to exchange oi,rons
well in advance of the t.sr.. '
• r of
:he box office. thus ins.,r1r4. . k•;,ron
holders of seats for pros!. • .•,
:heir choice.

ved

BA

Fin

Unified Europe Will Crumble Barriers Erected By Soviets
Germany united, he continued, eventually the satellite nations would press for political freedom.
Dr. Schmidt-Sehlegel said only
a long-term solution—that of a
single, great European state—can
solve this problem. Ile traced
Europe's trend towards unification
since World War Two in his
speech in the Main Lounge of the
Memorial Union.
He said he hopes to see, in the
next twenty years. one superstate
with no distinction between boundaries. It would exercise a strong
influence on the peoples behind the
Iron Curtain, he asserted.
He skipped to the recent SovietU.S. wheat deal. He said Germany
favors this because it could create
an easing of tensions in East-West
relations. He noted that the deal
would help the U. S. balance of
payments problem and that it is

eless
that

I-z.;

11fe all make mistakes...

This is no
weak-sister
deodorant!
...it's new

"r1

ERASE WITHOUT A TRACE
ON EATON'S CORRA-SABLE BOND

MAN-POWER
New Man-Power Deodorant has what it takes to do a MAN's
job. Gives you the stepped-up penetration power, the staying
power a man needs. Covers in seconds...controls perspiration...
stops odor. And it's absolutely non-sticky. Try it...the new deodorant that does a MAN's job. New Man-Power. 1.00 plus tax.
EXTRA BONUS —the clean masculine aroma of OLD SPICE I Es 1-4

Don't meet your Waterloo at the typewriter—pertectly
typed papers begin with Corrisalle! You can rub out
typing errors with just an ordinary pencil era=er.
that simple to erase without a trace on Corra'sat!e. Saves
time, temper, and money!
Your choice of Corrisable in
light, medium, heavy %%eights and
Onion Skin in handy 100.
sheet packets and 500•sheet
boxes. Only Eaton makes
Corrisablc.
A Berkshire Typewriter Paper

1...1* 0 N
RATON rdirsit CORPORATION CM PITTsFIELD. NAN%
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EDITORIAL PAGE

Maine. It's fitting and proper, too,
because we fiddle around so much
that we don't have the time to
work our way through college like
you fellows.
Well sir, I hope I have given you
a fair picture of all the nice things
to expect if you go out for a team.
And you, being a student, and
therefore much more intelligent
than I. will surely grasp the
advantages. I have already complimented you on your ability. We,
of course, don't have any (your
kind, at least). Maine needs the
likes of you, because we have so
few.
See you on the mound this
spring, old chap. And just in case
you don't make the team--bring
along a bushel of eggs to throw at
those that do.

In Memory of rjud"
The University of Maine s;as greatly saddened by the death
of Jud Keller, who died from a bullet wound on Friday, Nov. 1
Judson Lee Keller, 22, of Brooks, Maine, was an ambitious.
popular, and outstanding University of Maine senior. His contributions to the University will long be remembered. He was president
of Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity, president of the Interfraternity
Council, a Distinguished Military Student, and a Senior Skull.
Jud graduated from Unity-Freedom High School where he was
active in sports, dramatics, class leadership positions, and yearbook work. He was a delegate to Boy's State.
At the University of Maine Jud proved his worthiness
for the high office of IFC president. All who knew him well
were aware of his conscientious endeavor to make this a
better institution. Tact in his diplomacy, dignity in his poise,
sincerity in his policy, determination in his efforts, and his
ever present smile (all factors which elevated him to his
high position in campus affairs), spelled success for the
young man's future.

Yours Truly,
"Egged"

•
Thanks Gymnasts

"Jud was not only an excetlent student." commented Dean
of Men John E. Stewart. He was an excellent person in ever
respect. It had always been a pleasure to work with him on various
activities."
A dean's list student for three of six semesters, Jud was in
the College of Arts and Sciences majoring in business administration. He worked as an assistant for Professor Henry C. Hawley in
the business finance course. "We were very enthusiastic about
him," said Hawley. "Jud was a very promising young man; we
had high hopes for him. He had planned on grad work."
"We were shocked and grieved to hear of his death. He was
very highly thought of,- said Colonel Robert B. Cobb, Professor
of Military Science. Jud was a distinguished Military Student, "one
of the outstanding cadets in the military department." He was a
battalion staff officer of the fourth battalion. He had applied for
a Regular Army commission in Army Intelligence.
A memorial service will be held for Judson Keller on
Friday, November 8, at twelve o'clock noon in the Hauck
Auditorium.
The University of Maine extends its deepest sympathy
to Jud's family. We will all miss him.

From The President

To The Editor:

" TNANK GOODNESS. .

13 IS M-e. LAST TIME,
I'LL 1411,VE. TO EAT Ti-115 DIRT!"

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Seats - Resolved
To The Student Both:
Since the Homecoming football
game, there has been a good deal
of discussion and criticism concerning the saving of seats at
football games. At its last meeting, your Student Senate was
made aware of this problem and
has taken steps to deal with it.
I have met with the Interfraternity Council and explained the Senate's dissatisfaction with any seatsaving procedure that prevents
any student from enjoying any
vacant seat in a student section.
The IFC has assured the Senate
that in the future, no student
shall be discriminated against in
finding a seat in the stadium. A
code has been drawn up to this

Judson Keller was an outstanding student, truly a campus leader in the finest sense of the term. His untimely death
Egg Stains
has shocked the University community and his contrib
ution
will be sorely missed. All of U8 join in the feeling of great
loss To The Editor:
and sadness which members of his family are now experie
I would like to compliment a
ncing, but still we all see a little clearer the meaning of
service certain individual on his excellent
and leadership because we were privileged to know Judson pitching arm. You scored a bullseye, sir!
Keller.
I seldom get inspired to write,
Lloyd H. Elliott, President
The University of Maine

A Lasting Impression
Dear Campus.

but never offending any who doubted his motives. While a student and
maintaining a very respectable point
average, Jud devoted a great deal of
time to his campus and his friends,
continually showing a genuine willingness to help—an admirable quality which few of us possess.

Last week, Jud Keller, one of the
finest people anybody could ever
hope to know, passed away, leaving
each of us who knew him with an
emptiness of heart which will remain forever. Throughout his earlier
life and while here at school,
whether as a campus leader or a
We shall always remember Jud's
close friend, he gave to each of us a ever-present smile, reflecting
his
little of himself—enriching all of cheerful attitude towards life
and
our lives in some way. Jud possess- the challenges it offers, and
radiating
ed the superior elements of charac- this feeling to those around
him.
ter found only in the best of men,
He leaves behind a lasting imenabling him to live life to the fullpression of sincerity, warmth. and
and yet maintain the strength
and solidarity of a true leader and a youthfulness which time will not
erase.
true friend.
With deepest regret,
In campus activities, those who
Sincerely.
worked with Jud found him to be an
Bradford Jenkins
extremely dynamic person, continually striving towards perfection.
IFC Vice President

but your superb marksmanship
stained my jacket.
It must be great fun to pelt raw
eggs at lone pedestrians from a
moving car—especially when one
is wearing a convenient target such
as the "M" on a Maine jacket.
I was hoping to have a "chat"
with you, sir, after you dropped the
three girls. However, since I am

The

effect and the IFC has pledged
itself to this code. Penalties have
been drawn up to be levied against
any fraternities that violate the
IFC-Senate ruling. Any such violations should be reported to the
Senate as to the specific case and
fraternity involved.
With the IFC staying in line with
their code and the student body
being made aware of its right to
sit anywhere in any student section at the football games, an,
problem resulting from seating at
games should be resolved.
MAINE-1, yours.
Ted Sherwood
President
General Student Senate
rather feeble I didn't get there in
time, and you didn't wait quite
long enough.
I hope you greatly impressed
the girls. At least they squealed
with delight. Aren't you proud to
be a hero! I am sure you had other
reasons, sir. After all the "M" is
passed out like sugar pills at the
athletic office—and with us it's
easy come, easy go—we just doodle
around out on the nice green grass
every sunny afternoon and go on
trips to get away from the girls on
weekends and to get out of all
those horrible Friday classes. Then,
of course, we only participate for
all that fat scholarship aid that
they pass out to athletes here at

MAINE Campus
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I wish to extend 'a special thanks
to Pat Olcott, Martha Perham,
Lee Charest, Joss Genest, Carolyn
Young, Larry Rundlett, Art Ellis,
Deborah LeClaire, Nancy Steputis,
members of the Gymnastics Club,
for their outstanding work in Saturday's Dedication program of
Lengyel Hall. It's the inspiration of
young people like you that makes
teaching a way of life for me.
J. LaVere Shaffer
Instructor

•
Cleanest Feet!
To The Editor:
We have, as fortunate residents
of fourth floor Androscoggin Hall,
accepted certain aspects of our
plight. Let us specify:
(1) Not each upperclassmen
here is housed in the dorm of his
or her choice.
(2) Freshmen, excited and
full of anxieties in their initiation
to dormitory life, can seriously interrupt the study habits and infringe upon the elements of common dormitory courtesy to which
upperclassmen have adjusted. (And
we know we were freshmen once—
but we were together!)
In our opinion, however, there
are a number of imperfections visible at Androscoggin which show
definite lack of planning. Our small
rooms are inadequately furnished
having one bureau to accommodate
two girls, no bookcases, and temporary desks too small to hold
books, study materials, and the
overflow from our bureau. One
ironing board and one telephone
with improper reception are expected to suffice for approximately
sixty-five girls. Other trivia such as
chronically faulty heating system
and buzzer system are examples of
further aggravation.
We realize that these are temporary conditions; therefore, our
basic complaint is of a more general nature. We feel that we were
confronted with dishonesty upon
our arrival this semester. We were
promised furniture and accessories within two weeks, which only recently and gradually begun to arrive. Sixty-five stairs later we are
still waiting for the first shipment for
our rooms. Perhaps our rooms will
be adequately furnished by the
Chrismas recess. Well, MERRY
Christmas! Seriously, we do not expect any luxuries; however, we paid
the same price last year for a completely furnished dorm.
We are consoled. . . if we were
tall enough to see ourselves in our
medicine cabinet mirrors, we could
shave—there is an outlet already
there. And with our ingeniously
aimed shower:, we are bound to
have the cleanest feet on campus.
Sincerely,
Names Withheld

ono, Maim
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THIS BIG SALES PROMOTION IS NOT BEING
DRESSED UP WITH A FANCY NAME. LET'S BE
HONEST—IT'S ALL A MATTER OF WEATHER. IT
WAS SO WARM AND BEAUTIFUL THROUGH OCTOBER TH 4T THERE JUST WASN'T MUCH INITIATIVE TO BUY FALL AND WINTER CLOTHES.
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SEE. THE BEST WAY FOR US TO DO THIS IS TO
SLASH THE PRICES, PASS ON THE SAVINGS TO
YOU, AND GIVE OURSELVES SOME ROOM FOR
NEW MERCHANDISE.
THIS SALE IS NOT AN ANNUAL EVENT AT H. M.
GOLDSMITH'S. BUT IT IS A GOLDEN OPPORTUNETI FOR OUR CUSTOMERS TO PURCHASE GOLDSMITH'S QUALITY MERCHANDISE AT GREATLY
REDUCED PRICES.

Shaffer
nstructor

AS YOU KNOW, GOLDSMITH'S NEVER IMPORTS
MERCHANDISE FOR SALES EVENTS, BUT ALWAYS
OFFERS ITS REGULAR FINE CLOTHING AT A BIG

et!

SAVINGS. COME IN THIS WEEKEND! YOU'LL LOVE
THESE BARGAINS!
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GROUPS OF LADIES' WOOL SLACKS
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LADIES' WINTER COATS
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values to $125.00
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SOCIETY

By CAROL FARLEY
A showing of Bruce Carter's prints
His murals appear at the National
and drawings is currently on exhi- Museum in Gettysburg, Pa.,
Last Friday evening record mixat
bition in the lobby of Alumni Hall. Pennsylvania State Universi
ty, and ers were held at Cumberland Hall
This is Carter's first exhibit at the in other institutions and
museums and Penobscot Hall. TKE had a
University of Maine.
throughout the country. By special costume dance with music provided
Carter, currently an assistant pro- invitation from the Norwegian
Gov- by the Jesters. Saturday evening the
fessor of art at Carnegie Tech in ernment, he painted a mural
for Hart, Oak, Corbett, and Dunn
Pittsburgh, received his Bachelor of the City Hall of Narvik in
Norway. dorm council sponsored a dance at
Science degree from the State Uni- He also executed five
large glass Hart Hall with Bill Owen as D.J.
versity of New York in Buffalo and mosaic panels for the exterior
Quite a bit will be going on this
walls
his Master and Doctor of Education of the Fine Arts Pavilion
in Narvik. weekend. Pi Beta Phi Sorority is
degrees from Pennsylvania State
•ne of his monk murals was made holding a Stag Dance until 12 in
University. Together with teaching for the City Hall of Kiruna,
Sweden. the Memorial Gym following the
courses in graphic arts, drawing and
Carter's work is displayed in the rally for the Maine-Bowdoin game.
mural painting, he is also a member
Pennsylvania State University Per- Dress is informal, and the Cumberof the College Art Association and
manent Print Collection, The Phila- lands are providing the music. The
the Print Club of Philadelphia.
delphia Museum of Art and by Wey- W.A.A. is holding a roller skating
he Gallery, New York; Ferdinand party on Friday evening. And there's
Roten Gallery, Baltimore; Owen always the MUAB movie in the
Lewis Gallery, Winston Salem; and Hauck Auditorium. iVhatever HapPrado Gallery, Winter Park, Florida. pened to Baby Jane is playing this
He has exhibited in the 22nd, Friday.
As for fraternity parties, Phi
23rd, and 24th Annual North CaroKappa Sigma is holding a closed,
lian Art Exhibition, in the Annual
informal dance party Friday night
Virginia Printmaker's Show and in
with the Glowliters playing. Alpha
many
others.
Carter's one-man exhi- Tan Omega
Dr. Viola K. Kleindienst, head of
is also having a closed
the women's physical education de- bitions include those in Narvik Bok- house party, semi-formal, on Friday.
handel,
Narvik.
Norway; Wilmington Also on Friday
partment, and Miss Lavere Shaffer,
night. Theta Chi is
instructor of women's phys. ed., are College, Wilmington, N.C. and Les- holding a closed, informal theme
lie
Smith
Gallery,
Allento
wn, Pal.
in West Virginia and Oklahoma,
party.
respectively, this week attending
Saturday evening at 8 p.m. Miriconferences on recreation and
am Makeba will be here for the
Former Nova Scotia
women's sports.
IstUAB Fall Spectacular. Seats canDr. Kleindienst is attending a Legislator
not be reserved, so it's best to buy
Advoc
ates
national conference on "Leadership
tickets early. The doors will open at
for Leisure" at Wheeling, West Greater Idea Exchange
7 p.m. for the early birds.
Virginia. The purpose of three-day
As
as an After-the-Game
A former Liberal member of the Dance,well
meeting from Nov.6 to 8 is to deterthere will be a Den Dance
mine the present and future needs for Nova Scotian legislature advocates at 8 p.m. in the Memorial Union.
professional leadership in the area a greater interchange of ideas beNancy Kelly was pledged to Alof recreation and to make recom- tween the New England states and pha Omicron Pi at a Monday night
mendations and discuss professional the Canadian Atlantic provinces.
meeting October 21.
preparation at the undergraduate and
Victor Cardoza, Digby, N.S., was
The newly initiated brother, of
graduate levels.
on campus last week speaking on Alpha Tau Omega are: Beecher
Miss Shaffer is a member of a parliamentary procedures in Canada. Washburn. Dan Peterson. Bob
He said that Maine and western Roche. Pete Burke, Bill Ferguson,
team from Maine invited to attend
the Institute on Girls' and Women's Nova Scotia have many economic John Pratt. Bob Reed, John Hoyt.
Sports Nov. 4 to 9 at the Univer- interests to share, including farming, Howie Shaffer. Bob Williamson,
sity of Oklahoma. The conference forestry, fishing and secondary man- Paul Tousienant. Dave Blair, and
Dick Glidden.
is sponsored by the U.S. Olympic ufacturing.
Sigma Chi initiated the following
Committee and the Division for
Cardoza was unseated in the reGirls and Women's Sports.
cent Conservative victory in Canada. into brotherhood October 13: Stephen Armstrong. Norman Chabot,
Bruce Coles. Roland Cyr. Bruce
Hauck. Thomas Hauck. Joseph
Murray. Harry Osgood. Alan Riley,
OFFICIAL U OF M CLASS RINGS
and John Tole.
PINNED: Ann Fulton to Ken
by HERFF JONES
Smith, Theta Delta Chi. Bowdoin;
Gardi Pederson, Smith College, to
Bruce Hauck. Sigma Chi; Bunny
Your Representative On Campus
Milvaney, Delta Zeta, to Harry Osgood, Sigma Chi: Marsha Havey,
MIKE GRAHAM
Farmington State Teachers College
to Fletcher Carter. Theta Chi; Karen
MEMORIAL UNION
Libby to Dana Gerald. Theta Chi;
Rosalie Ames to Dan Gilbert. Theta
WEDNESDAYS 2-4 p.m.
Chi.
ENGAGED: Priscilla Madden,
or
Portland, to Frank Tupper. Alpha
Gamma Rho; Wanda Fisher to Jim
CABIN #5 TEL. 866-4468
Jenkins, Theta Chi; Marilyn Mills,
Maine Medical Center. to Bob
Mitchell. Theta Chi; Gale Cardwell to James Coleman. Sigma Chi;
Frances Kelley to Bill Weatherbie,
Sigma Chi: and Kathleen Kelly to
Victor Nelson, Sigma Chi.
MARRIED: Carol Wallace. Pemaquid Beach. to Bob Bishop, Alpha
Dean Edward Godfrey, University of Maine School of Law, will
Gamma Rho: Kathy Warren to Rospeak to students interested in a career in law on Wednesday. Noger Blackstone. Alpha Gamma Rho:
vember 13. at 7:30 P.M. in the Walker Room of the Memorial
Gayle Norton to Don Young. Theta
Unkm.
Chi: and Joan Ferguson to Bruce
Coles. Sigma Chi.
Dean Godfrey will also be available for personal interviews on
Wednesday afternoon and Thursday morning. Students desiring an
interview should see Professor Thomson, 205 East Annex, to set a
time.
coffee, conversation, and
paperbacks
Friday, Nov. 8, 4:00 p.m.
Miss Judith Nicholson
Rep. of World Univer%ii•
SPRING PRE-REGISTRATION is now in progress:
Semice
Arts & Sciences, Nov. 13-27
Friday Evening: Open
Education. Nov. 4-15
Saturday Evening: See 'flu at
Agriculture. Nov. 4-22
Miriam Nlakeha performance.
Sundav Evening:
Technology. Nov. 4-27
**Fireside Chat"
All registration blanks are due in the Registrar's Office. Wingate
with
Hall, before DECEMBER 2.
!lame,' Rate.
Direct.)r of Religion. Affair,

Women's Phys. Ed.
Delegates Attend
Sports Conventions

OFFICIAL NOTICES
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John Carter Exhibits First
Display Of Prints, Drawings
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Painter John Von Wicht
Displays At Carnegie Hall
Paintings by John Von Wicht are
on display in the U-M Gallery at
Carnegie as the art exhibition of the
month.
Von Wicht was born in MalenteHolstein. Germany in 1888. and now
resides in Brooklyn and Mallorca.
He studied at the Darmstadt-Bauhaus School and the Berlin Academy. He is a member of the Audubon Artists, Brooklyn Society of
Artists, and the Institute International des Arts et Lettres. His
awards include those from the North
Shore Art Association. Philadelphia
Print Club, Boston Arts Festival.
Society of American Graphic Artists
and the Ford Foundation.
Von Wicht has staged one man
shows at the Artists Gallery. New
York; University of California. Los
Angeles; John Herron Art Institute.
Indianapolis; Galerie Internationale
d'Art Contemporain. Paris: Palais
des Beaux Arts. Liege: Galeris Mayer. Madrid; and the Galerie Europe,
Brussels.

Fine Arts; Crysler Museum. Provincetown; the Jewish Museum.
New York: Library of Congress;
Metropolitan Museum; Musee Nation d'Art Moderne. Paris; National
Museum, Stockholm; Museo de Arte
Contemporaneo, Madrid: and more.
This exhibit was arranged by the
Bertha Schaefer Gallery in New
York City, and is circulated by the
Traveling Art Guild. Brooklyn. New
York.

Dr. Headley Reports
On Orchestra Turnout
More than 30 people are rehearsing for a Christmas presentation of
Handel's Messiah under the direction of Dr. Herrold Headley. head
of the music department.
The orchestra, composed of University students, faculty and interested area musicians, practices Tuesday evening in Carnegie Hall.
The orchestra is now composed of
four first violins, four second violins,
two violas, two basses and 17 woodwind and brass instruments. More
volunteers for the Dec. 15 presentation will be accepted, particularly
in the string section, Headley said.

FRESHMAN CLASS
MEETING
The freshman class will meet
Monday, November 11, at 7
p.m. in the Main Lounge of
the Memorial Union. The purpose of the meeting is to introduce the candidates for class
officers. All freshmen should
attend.

Patronize Our Advertisers
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Police Chief Gould
Reminds Students
Of Parking Rules
Campus police chief Steve Gould
again requests that students pay
more attention to the University
motor vehicle rules. He Tefers
particularly to parking regulations.
Commuting students may park
their vehicles only in the assigned
areas: Alumni Field, the University Heating Plant (except the front
row), and at the rear of the Memorial Union. Decals indicate the
area to which assigned.
Only (U) decals indicate parking
behind the Union.

Orono, Maine,

YOUNG REPUBLICANS AND
DEMOCRATS
There will be a special combined
meeting of the Young Republicans
and the Young Democrats at the
Coffee House Wednesday, November 13, at 7 p.m. The topic will
be "9 to 5 on Capitol Hill." Two
congressional interns, Nancy O'Mara and Diane O'Donnell, will give
their personal observations of politics and lawmaking in Washington.

Patronize Our Advertisers
People Sad/ —
cGA
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al PARK'S

We have a full line of
Plumbing Supplies
and

BANGOR-NIERRIFIELD OFFICE SUPPLY

Repair Parts

Complete Office and School Supplies
Newly Relocated In Our New Store At

Tools for RENT

14 State St., Bangor

He is represented in several collections: The Boston Museum of

GREG'S
SUPERETTE
Outer Park St. Route 2
Orono-Old Town Road

Just a mile front campus.'
Rump Steak
(Boneless)

lb. 89r

Squash

lb. 40

Cabbage

lb. 40

Cider

Apples

Green Mountain Potatoes
Home Cooked Peanuts
Tr:. 'ern-1 on 11 Like 'em!

BERMUDA
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thinking
Vies,
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1,404
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COLLEGE WEEK

1964
MARCH 22'APRIL11
Everyday packed with action
...new friends...fun!
SI:N.-Get acquainted dance.
(Wear Bermudas!) MON.College Day at the beach. Talbot Brothers Calypso, College
Queen Contest, barbecue lunch.
TIES.-Jazz session, Limbo
contest, buffet lunch. WED.
-Cruise to St. George, Steel
Band entertainment. Comlic
dancers, refreshments.
THURS.-On your own.
,%im, shop, sightsee, sport,.
FRI.-College Week Res ue -entertainment. Tennis finals.
All these...and lots more
complimentary activities!
See your
Campus Organizer now!
The Bermuda Trade Development Board
620 Fifth Avenue, New York. N.Y 10020

...with respect to your career choice?
Of course, you are ... and should be. But don't
overlook the fact that "thinking big" really applies
to your own personal growth and achievements.
And that's an important reason for investigating
the opportunities here at Sikorsky Aircraft.
We believe that our company offers just the
"right-sized" environment for young engineers
seeking strong personal identification and stature
opportunities. The technical talent we require can
enjoy diversified activities in a field that permits
full expression of engineering imagination and
professional competence.
At Sikorsky Aircraft, our continuing objective
is the further advancement of a new technology
... VTOL aircraft systems ... providing the
world's most versatile means of transportation.

The engineering assignments are diversified
and stimulating. Our engineers work in small
interdependent groups on demanding problems
in such areas as aerodynamics • human factors
engineering • automatic controls • stress engineering • weight prediction • systems analysis
• operations research • reliability/maintainability engineering • autonavigation systems ...
among others.
Your opportunity for personal growth could
be here.., now. Can we help you "think big"
towards that goal?
Career potential is further enhanced by our corporation-financed Graduate Education Program.
Please consult your Placement Office for campus
interview dates—or—write Mr. Leo J. Shalvoy,
Engineering Personnel.

Sikorsky Aircraft
STRATIEINO, CONNECTICUT

An Equal OpporhAity bnpieyor

Al

BUT

EXTRA;

REI

BE
DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT

A

CONPONAT1ONI

r 7, 1963
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Square Dancers Beatrice Alkalay Realizes Parents'
Meet Thursdays Goal By Coming To United States
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The Square Dance Club meets
Thursdays in the Main Lounge of
the Memorial Union from 7:008:30 P.M.
Mrs. Peg Bennett. who teaches
square dance classes in Bangor, will
be the guest caller tonight. She will
bring eight of her high school pupils
for a demonstration.
Regular square dances this year
are conducted by Alan Ede. caller;
Elwood Ede, bass; and Dave Atwood, guitar.

?there

CAMPUS CHURCH SERVICES
!NEWMAN HALL
7:30 a.m.
8:30 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
6:30 p.m. Evening Devotions
EPISCOPAL CHURCH
7:45 a.m. Holy Communion
with Sermon
10:30 a.m. Morning Prayer
10:50 a.m. Holy Communion
with Sermon
6:30 p.m. Evening Prayer.
MAINE CHRISTIAN
ASSOCIATION
10:00 a.m.
IIILLEL FOUNDATION
5:30 p.m. Friday

—see us for your diamonds—

DeGrasse Jewelers
watch and jewelry repairing
University Class Rings

and Jewelry
38 Main St.

Orono

tel. 866-4032

By SHIRLEY IRVING

"My Parents' goal when young was to come to the United
States, and my father disposed me well of Americans and the
U. S." This is one of many reasons why Beatrice Alkalay, a second
semester sophomore from Tel-Aviv, Israel, decided to come to
the University of Maine. Another determining factor in her decision to come to U-M was the fact that her only brother had
received a degree from Maine.
When asked if she would use her
brother's activities as a guide, Beatrice replied quite forcefully that she
would not, since she believes it more
important for a person to solve his
own problems and seek independence in his thinking and actions,
than to attempt to follow in someone else's footsteps. Her attitude
toward life in general is highly
independent, although she said that
she is always prepared to take advice from those having greater experience than she.
Although Maine is quite different from her home .the climate
and culture here have become accepted and routine parts of her
everyday life. With obvious pride
in her native city, Beatrice responded eagerly to questions
about it. She mentioned that Tel.
Aviv, a modern and progressive
city, is mainly nationalistic because of the young generation's
influence. But she added that
some of the smaller outlying areas
are quite conservative.
Bea established English and American friendships in Israel at the Tabeeth School. This is part of the
English school system. and consists
of from 200-300 students. Here she
concentrated on languages and history, which gave her a present interest in the two subjects. She plans to
major in French with a history
minor. She found her experience at
Tabeeth very rewarding. both scholastically and socially. Bea's association with her headmistress and
other teachers was close, and she
feels that she gained much from

their guidance and friendships. She
spoke a great deal about her headmistress and her history teacher.
saying that they -helped me to form
my opinions and attitudes about
life." Beatrice commented that the
American and English school systems have much in common, but did
not elaborate upon this.
Although she does not have much
spare time, Bea likes to relax with
classical music and folksongs. She
is also interested in the International Club, in which she enjoys the
association of people of all nationalities.
Beatrice appeared hestitant to discuss politics, but stated that "Every
nation in the world has merits of
its ov,n."

Young Rebublicans
Elect New Officers
For '63-'64 Term
Vernon W. Palmer II was elected
president of the Maine Young Republican Club at a special meeting
last week.
Elected to other offices were:
Charles Washburn, vice president;
Diane O'Donnell, secretary; and
Gregory Foster. treasurer.
The next meeting will be November 14. at 7:00 p.m. in the F.F.A.
Room of the Memorial Union.
The University of Maine's student
newspaper, The Maine Campus, is
published weekly.

YOUR EXCLUSIVE ARROW DEALER IN OLD TOWN

A. J. GOLDSMITH
56 years of service to U. of M.students

MACSHORE CLASSICS
LONG JANE SHIRT

It's a'snap'with

3--ARROW--

SIZES: 28 to 38
LITTLE OR NO IRONING
ALL COTTON STRIPED CHAMBRAY
LONG SLEEVE,BARREL CUFF,
BUTTON DOWN COLLAR,TOP CENTER
BUTTON FRONT
EXTRA-EXTRA LONG SIDE VENTED STRAIGHT
HEM SHIRT
RED,SAND, WITH BERMUDA COLLAR

BEN SKLAR'S
OLD TOWN

"For want of a horse,
the battle was lost"...
so said the poet, but never let
it be said that for want of a
collar button your date was lost.
The new Decton oxford Tabber
Snap by ARROW gives you the
trim, good looks of a traditional
tab collar without the fuss
and fumble of a collar button.
Tapered to trim body lines
and labeled "Sanforized-Plus"
to ensure perfect fit washing
after washing.
Keep that date in an ARROW
Decton (65% Dacron*,35%
cotton) oxford with Tabber
Snap collar.
In long sleeves
$6.95
•DisPovit T.M. for its polyester Aber

it t
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Newcomen Society Will
Honor U-M Pulp & Paper

Notices
FRESHMAN ELECTIONS
Petitions will be available at the
Dean of Men's Office in the Library
for any freshman interested in running for a class office. from 8 a.m.
Monday, November 4, to Friday,
November 8. Elections will be held
Friday, November 15.
INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
A student panel will discuss "Is
Morality Relative?" at a meeting of
the Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship at 7 p.m. Tuesday, November
12, in the Totman Room of the
Memorial Union.
ATTENTION FRESHMAN MEN
The Interfraternity Council will
hold an orientation on the University of Maine fraternity system in
the Main Lounge of the Memorial
Union on Thursday, November 14,
at 6:30 p.m. All freshman men
interested in fraternities are invited
to attend.
DEUTSCHER VEREIN
There will be a meeting of the
Deutscher Verein on Sunday, November 10. at 7:30 p.m. in Carnegie
Hall. The guest speaker will be
Vincent Hartgen, Head of the Department of Art. His topic will be
"German Art." All members of the
Deutscher Verein and interested persons are invited to attend.
MUAB MOVIE
The MUAB movie series presents
"Whatever Happened to Baby Jane"
at 7 and 9 p.m. on Friday, November
8, in the Hauck Auditorium. Doors
open at 6:30 p.m.
FRIENDS' MEETING
There will be a Friends' Meeting
for Worship every Sunday at 10 a.m.
at the Star-Route Cabins in Orono.
The Cabins are located about 14 mile
north of the University campus on
the river. All are welcome to attend.
YOUNG DEMOCRATS
There will be a meeting of the
Young Democrats Tuesday, November 12, at 8 p.m. in the Bumps
Room in the Memorial Union. Two
proposed amendments to the constitution will be voted on.

Lowest prices, best service

The Newcomen Society of North
America will honor the University
of Maine Pulp and Paper Foundation and recognize the founding of
the pulp and paper course at the University of Maine at a dinner in Boston on November 26. Dr. Lloyd H.
Elliott, president of the University
will speak at the event.
Established in 1913, the pulp and
paper course at the University was
the first one on this subject offered
in the U.S.
The Pulp and Paper Foundation
was organized in 1950 and incorporated in 1953 as a non-profit
organization. Its purpose is to inter-

est young men in training for positions in pulp and paper and allied
industries and to give financial aid
through scholarships, grants, and
loans.
The Newcomen Society, founded
in 1923, has members throughout
the U.S. and Canada. It was established to study material history as
distinguished from political history in
terms of the beginnings, growth, and
contribution in industry, education,
and related fields. Its membership is
composed of business and professional men in education and industry.

Dr. H. Austin Peck
Durwood E. Gray Named New Trustee
Appointed By U-M At Dean Junior College
H. Austin Peck, vice president
As Extension Agent forDr.acadmeic
affairs at the UniverDurwood E. Gray of Bucksport
has been named Extension agent for
the University of Maine Cooperative
Extension Service.
He will be responsible for the
Extension Service's 4-H Club and
other youth programs in Washington
County. His headquarters will be in
Machias.
Gray graduated from the University of Maine in 1963 with a B.S.
degree in animal science. While attending the University he was active
in several student organizations and
held positions of leadership. He is a
member of Alpha Zeta, honorary
agricultural fraternity.

SENIOR CLASS
MEETING
There will be a meeting of
the senior class Thursday, November 14, at 7 p.m. in the
Bangor Room of the Memorial
Union. Class day, the ela.s gift.
the Commencement Ball orchestra, and the Senior Outing
will be discussed, and deei..ions
will be made concerning them.
All seniors are rcitto
t“
attend.

sity of Maine has been named to the
board of trustees of Dean Junior
College, Franklin, Mass.
A graduate of Tufts University,
who received his doctorate from the
Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, Peck has been with the University since 1948. He was formerly
head of the School of Business Administration.

Orono. Maine, NoYember 7, 1963

Women's Gym Dedicated Saturday;
Helen A. Lengyel Honored At Dinner
The woman who headed the women's physical education department at U-M for 24 years, Miss
Helen A. Lengyel, returned to the
Orono campus Saturday for the dedication of Lengyel Hall.
The hall, a new women's gymnasium, was officially named at a dedication dinner that evening, honoring
Miss Lengyel.
Miss Eileen Cassidy said that the
former department head "dedicated
her life to the advancement of the
Maine program in physical education for women." The principal
speaker was Dr. Minnie Lynn, director of the Bouve-Boston School
of Physical Therapy of Tufts University.
The new building includes a double gymnasium, dance studio, facilities for indoor sports, classrooms,
offices and locker and shower facilities for both men and women students. Formerly, the department
was housed in a wing of Alumni
Hall which is now being remodeled

to house Maine Educational Television Network facilities.
President Lloyd H. Elliott, Dean
Mark R. Shibles of the College of
Education and Dr. Viola Kleindienst,
present head of the department, joined in tribute to Miss Lengyel.
Ida Harrington, Patten, state senator from Penobscot County, who
sponsored the bill for the building
in the 100th Legislature, was a special guest.

MATERNIT
AND ALL
.'iCCWORlES
Sizes ó lv it

IFF-41*,
5 Hammond St., Bangor

Dr. Peck is the author of numerous books and articles.

Bowling Lanes
Bangor-Brewer
STUDENT'S
SPECIAL!
Just say you're from the U of M
25 incl. Shoes

•••11•••••••••••••••,....,
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MONDAY - FRIDAY
Dial 989-3798
Bar Harbor Rd., Brewer

THIBODEAU'S
Barber Shop
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Expert Barbering
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VINER'S MUSIC CO.
20 Broad St.

Tel. 945-9494
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BOYD & NOYES
25 Hammond St.

SPORTING

"Keepsake" in the ring and on

CHod

Peter Seeger • Cisco Houston • Alan Mills • Jean Ritchie
• Big Bill Broonzy • Carnegie Hall Hootenanny
Ewan McCall • Memphis Slim • Woody Guthrie
• Lightn'n' Hopkins • Many Others
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and choose from many beauti1E)S.21.

First choice of today's brides.
Exquisitely designed, superbly
crafted. You can pay more but
yui can't buy a finer Diamond
Ring than Keepsake.

Special $3.98

AUTOMOTIVE

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send two new booklets, "How to Plan Your Engagement and Wedding"
and "Choosing Your Diamond Rings," both for only 25g. Also send special
offer of beautiful 44 page Bride's Book.
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BEAR FACTS
By Bob Garland

This week seems to be an appropriate time to introduce
the
coaches of our fall varsity sports and give a little of
their backgrounds. Maine has been particularly fortunate in secur
ing
vices of these capable coaches who have instilled a sense the serof pride in
their respective sports.
Our track coach, Ed Styrna, rates as one of Ameri
successful college track and cross-country coaches. He ca's most
of UNH and while there participated in weight events is a product
and the broad
jump. In various weight throws he set freshman recor
in 161b hammer throw competition in the National ds and placed
A
one year. He won hammer and javelin throws in Y.C.A U meet
and N.E.
competition as a varsity competitor, also winning both event
IC4A championships in New York. Styrna was name s at the
American track teams while in high school, prep schoo d to Alll, and college. He became the assistant track coach at Dartmouth
1948
and remained there until 1956 when he came to Maine. in
Styrna's
record at Maine has been impressive. His varsity track team
won three Y.C. titles and four S.S. titles while his cross s have
-coun
teams have posted three Y.C. championships and three New try
land titles. His overall mark of 51 wins and 16 losses gives Enghim a
.761 for seven seasons here at Maine.
A native of Michigan, Harold Westerman has led his team
to the highest winning percentage in both Y.C. and S.S. conferences
during his twelve years as head football coach at the Universitys
Westy was graduated from Adrian (Mich.) High where he won .
letters and attended the University of Michigan during which ten
time
he played varsity basketball. He became assistant coach at Hills
College from 1946 to 48 and became an assistant here in 1949 dale
and
head Coach in 1951. Incidentally, he has coached the only
undefeated teams (1951 and 1961) in U of M history.
Si Dunklee, the coach of our new soccer team is begin
ning
his third year of coaching at the University of Maine. He
has
held
informal soccer practices for the past two years in anticipati
this years varsity debut. Si also coaches Maine's varsity and on of
man skiing and tennis teams and is a native of Brattlebor fresho Vt.
was graduated from UNH in 1949 where he was outstandin He
a distance runner and as a skier. He taught at Henniker N.H. g as
High
and Kents Hill School before coming to Maine.
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Wanted: interested sports reporters to cover various varsity and
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Bears Rack Up Record Score
As Freshmen Win Fourth Straight
By BOB GARLAND
Saturday at Waterville before
2000 rain-soaked fans, the Maine
Bears breezed to an easy 55-12
victory over the Colby Mules.
Under extremely poor playing
conditions, six long runs were
ripped off by the teams. The longest, a 98 yd. jaunt by Colby's
Jim Lambert in the first period,
brought the home crowd to life.
After this though they didn't have
much to cheer about.
DeVarney opened Maine's scoring in the first period on a keeper
and the Bears quickly led 6-0. Then
Bill George electrified the homecrowd with a 70yd run to the Maine
10 only to have it called back by a
clipping penalty. This seemed to

opposition guessing as what to expect next. He had the defenses worried to the point where running plays
were going the distance because the
defenses were geared for pass plays.
The first Colby touchdown was
scored by halfback Jim Lambert on
a 98-yd run. Once Lambert found
running room, he was gone. This
fired up the Mules but only temporarily since Maine followed with a
rash of T.D.'s
Dave Brown was the third Bear to
score and this was the final tally of
the first half.
Colby's attack began to sputter in
the second period as quarterback
Dick Robbat's passes weren't hitting
the receivers. On many occasions the
ends would be clear, only to have

ACE KICKER—Pictured is Roger Boucher, Senio
Bears who broke a 36 y r. old point-after record r guard for the Black
Saturday.
drain the life from the Mules and the pass overt
hrown. The same wind
See Bob Garland
from here the Bears completely and rain that
greatly hindered RobCampus Office
dominated the play.
bat, was less annoying to his coun4 Fernald Hall
Cooper tallied the second Maine terpart DeVarney who threaded the
T.D. with a dash from the two after needle on many occasions. Colby
DeVarney had engineered his second was using up most of their downs
march of the afternoon. On an after- with incomplete passes and this was
NOTICE
noon unfavorable for passing, De- hurting them.
Members of the Freshman Bas- Varney took to the airlanes with
The second half saw Maine reketball Team will meet in the Gym
great consistency. His rolllouts, ceiving and Haley promptly turned
Sunday night at 7:00 P.M.
pitchouts, and long bombs kept the in a 61 -yd T.D. run on the first play
from scrimmage. Roger Boucher
kicked the point after and Maine
led 27-6.
After a Colby series Maine got
the ball and Dave Brown galloped
presents
77 yds. for another T.D. This set
"AROUND THE WORLD ON SKIS
the stage for a record-breaker.
Boucher successfully kicked the
with
point after to break a 36 year old
WARREN MILLER"
record held by the late Henry
The backdrop of this color ninety minute film, with
"Pat.
'Peakes for the most points
a musical background ranges from the California coast
after in three seasons as a varsity

HANSON'S of BREWER

to Vermont and from Japan to France.

player. Boucher added two to the
record with another game yet to
be played.
With Robbat continuing to miss
his receivers, Miller was brought in
to lead the Mule attack. He experienced little success also, as the
Maine linemen continually "reddogged" the passer. When Maine
got possession on their 10, Harney
rammed his way to the 30 and Dave
Joseph went 70-yds untouched, for
the score. Boucher added a point and
Maine led 41-6.
The third and fourth periods saw
a host of subs playing for the Bears.
Merrill directed the attack for Maine
against Miller for Colby. On a Colby
series, Aube picked up a dropped lateral and raced 13-yds for the T.D.
The point after was blocked and the
score became 41-12. This was a
weird play in that the Maine secondary thought it was an incomplete
forward pass and this made Aube's
jaunt to paydirt extremely easy.
With Merrill directing the Bear's
attack, Dave Joseph alternated with
the quarterback bringing the ball
down to the Colby 6. A few plays
later, Dave Crabtree made a dying
catch of a bobbled pass for the T.D.
The point after was blocked and the
score read 47-12.
After an exchange of downs, Doug
Avery came in to direct the Maine
attack. With 30 seconds left he handed off to John Fahlgren who ran
83-yds for another Maine score.
This made it 53-12 and Avery
passed for two to make the final
score 55-12.
The game saw a great display of
talent on Maine's part, as just about
everyone had a chance to play. When
the subs were in, they put on an
extremely potent attack against the
Colby regulars. This display brought
about forecasts of a strong Y.C.
contender for next year.
This week will see Westy sharpening his pass defenses for the invasion of Joe Harrington and the
air-minded Polar Bears who will
be here Saturday to take on our
Black Bears.
FROSH THUMP COLBY 21-6

The Maine Freshmen, which
have shown balance and depth
from the first da yof practice,
proved themselves again Monday
at Waterville as they stopped the
Baby Mules of Colby, 21-6.
Norm Tardiff, the Cub's leading
ground gainer scored two touch
downs in the second quarter with
a
gallop of 22 yds. for the first I'D
and then a one yd. spirt to pay dirt
just as the first half came to a close.
Colby, the first team to score
against the Frosh this year, broke
the ice late in the first quarter when
tackle, Len O'Connor grabbed up
a fumble in the end-zone and
flopped on it for 6 points.
The powerful Cub's were threatened only once from this point on.
Late in the 3rd stanza the host
Mules drove 61 yds. in 13 plays
only to have Fred Lovejoy inter
(Continued on Page Twelve)

BICYCLE RENTING
by the
hour, day, weekend
Perfect Idea for a football
weekend date

iding"
,pecial

It
and 1'.V. TIlbe Service
Test 1 our Iltwn Tubes Free

5 Mill Street
3202

Orono

Brewer Auditorium
November 10, 1963
Matinee 3:30
Evening 7:30
Units $1.09
Tickets arailable at
Frawleys
llanson's

Eleven

Boucher Smashes PAT Record

RECORD BREAKER
Dick DeVarney, Maine's fine sophomore quarterbac
k, has
broken a second University passing record. The Laconia resid
ent
completed 9 of 11 passes against Bates to uphis completion
total for
the season to 46. The old UM mark for the most passes compl
in one year was 43, established in 1961 by Manch Wheeler of eted
Manchester, now of the Buffalo Bills.
DeVarney established a new single game pass completion
when he completed 14 against Mass. in the opening game mark
of.the
season.

Auto Store
Jewellow
area

THE MAINE CAMPUS

Junior racers to age 16 $.75
81 Main Si.. Bangor
395 S. Main St.. Brewer

NEED HELP IN SAVING
MONEY?
Let National Life show you the
finest
method ever devised to save
successfully.
RON BISHOP & ASSOCIATES
General Agent
Tel 942-7331
Bangor, Maine
National Life of Vermont
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Bears Rack Up Record Wins
(Continued from Page Eleven)
cept an intended TD pass in the
end-zone and race 66yds. to the
Colby 37.
Although Maine didn't complete
a single pass they showed great
strength on the ground throughout
the game. Don Chretian registered
Maine's final tally with only 14
seconds left in the game making
a 10 yd. sweep around left end.
A week ago Saturday saw the
Cubs trample MCI, 48-0.
In this game Tardiff again got

things under way early, scampering 30 yds. to pay dirt. It seemed
like everybody wanted to get into
the act as halfback, Paul Kearney
ground out 37 quick yds. to fill
out the first quarter scoring, followed by fullback, Charlie Belisle and
halfback Ralph Nelson in the second quarter.
The half ended 28-0. Nesbitt,
Doyle and Johnson joined in with
a TD apiece to close out the scoring
in the 3rd quarter.
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W hen She Carries Your
Blanket to the Game,
(;ire her a football mum or a corsage
She'll do it again!!
!
Y.C. CHAMPS—The University of Maine's varsity cross country team took the Yankee Conference crown at
Burlington Saturday. Members of the team are front row left to right: Fred Judkins, Dick Davidson, Capt.
Gerry Ellis, Horace Horton, Kirk Hansen. and Ben Heinrich. Back row left to right: Coach Ed Styrna, John
Lee, Howard Shaffer. 1_.nn Ellis, George Damone, Gerry Graffam, and Mgr. Al Worden.

Maine Mires Mass.
To Cop Y.C. Crown
The Black Bears splashed through
November 1 I th finds the U of M
4.5 miles of rain and mud last dalers stretching their legs at FrankSaturday to bring home the Yankee lin Park in Boston at the New Englands and November 18th they will
Conference cross country title.
All five of the U of M's scorers be defending the small college
were among the first 14 to cross the championship in the IC4A meet at
finish line. Team captain. Gerry Madison Square Garden in New
Ellis. finished second. Heinrich third, York.
Schaffer fourth. Judkins sixth, and
NOTICE
Horton fourteenth to climax Maine's
scoring.
PROSPECTIVE BASKETThe meet held at Burlington saw
BALL OFFICIALS
nearly 40 men from Connecticut,
Men interested in joining the InMaine. Massachusetts. New Hamp- ternational Association of Approved
shire. Rhode Island and Vermont Basketball Officials making them
run the soggy distance. Bob Brouillet eligible to referee high school and
of the University of Mass., perhaps college games must attend all the
the fastest stamina man in New Eng- clinics and pass the examination on
land. took top honors with a time the following dates.
Thurs., Nov. 7, Memorial Gym,
of 24 mintes 56.8 seconds. Bernie
Wolfe of New Hampshire placed Trophy Rm, 7:30 p.m.; Thur., Nov.
14. Memorial Gym, Trophy Rm,
fifth.
Maine won the meet with 29 points 7:30 p.m.; Thurs. Nov. 21, Memoriand Mass. came in second best with al Gym, Trophy Rm, 7:30 p.m.;
47. The other team totals were Sat., Nov. 23. Y.M.C.A. Bangor.
New Hampshire 55. Rhode Island to be announced; Mon., Dec. 2.
EXAM NIGHT, Time and Place to
113, Conn. 114, and Vermont 151.
The U of M harriers have been be announced.
Intramural Officials must attend
paced all year by Ellis. Judkins.
Schaffer. and Heinrich, losing only the first 3 clinics.
For further details check with
one meet to the U of Mass., the
first of the season. The Pale Blue Sam Sezak in the Office of Physical
placed second as Bob Brouillet turn- Education.
ed in a record breaking performance.
NOTICE—BASKETBALL
By taking the conference crown,
The intramural free throw conthe Bears snapped a 3 year win
streak by the University of Mass. and test is now underway in the Gym.
gave Coach Ed Styrna his second For further details contact the
s. Ed office.
Y C. cross country victory.

The University of Maine's Raymond H. Fogler Library has approximately 325,000 volumes.
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